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Shyamaprasad’s English: An Autumn in London is an attempt to deal with the theme of 

diaspora and such movies often deal with nostalgia about homeland. English intensely portrays 
the feelings of solitude and disconnect that the characters go through in their separation from 
their roots. The lives of the characters, their alienation, and their adapting to new issues and 
challenges that pop up in the distant land are all significant themes in the film.This paper will try 
to analyse how these various personas cope with the metropolitan culture of London while at the 
same time maintaining strong ties with the homeland that is so characteristic of the diasporic 
identity. 
 
                   Our identity is constituted of our origins, our roots; where we belong to and our 
experiences. Even when we move to different and distant lands of the world, we are not able to 
free ourselves from past history and culture. Colonialism has left an indelible imprint on the 
psyche and character of people. Even after the end of colonialism we are not free from the 
colonial influences and it has become part and parcel of our life. Though people moved from one 
country to other in search of better prospects, education and so on, they are not able to free 
themselves from their identity. There is always an attempt to re-connect with original roots in an 
attempt to assimilate back to life. 

                     As movies reflect the trends of an era, several movies have been made on the theme 
of diaspora and such movies often deal with nostalgia about homeland. Shyamaprasad’s movie 
English- an Autumn in London is one of such attempts which deals with the lives of a few 
malayalis settled in London. Shyamaprasad having an unique identity in Malayalam cinema, 
often search inspiration from world cinema rather than typical south Indian flavor .He distanced 
himself from directing commercial flicks just for the sake of it and yet succeeded in developing a 
style of his own. In a broad canvas, he picturises the cross section of lives of malayalis in U.K, 
focusing on their emotional dilemma. The presentation titled” Subversion, rejection or 
assimilation? The emotional dilemma of expatriates as portrayed in Shyamaprasad movie      
English- an Autumn in London tries to analyze how various personas cope up with the metro 
culture of London . 
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                  Accepting or rejecting has always been the concern for any expatriate. As the director 
explains, he wanted to analyze what happens when people are put in a situation wherein they 
have to choose between two rights. Though he is talking about malayali lives in Britain, the 
theme remains universal of love, longing, disappointment, estrangement and loneliness. The 
characters, multiple personas, their moods and decisions flesh out the characters. This is how we 
are in real life. There are never good and bad people .Certain choices we make could turn out to 
be defining moments that shape our life and lives of those who matter to us. Those moral, ethical 
and emotional choices pique our curiosity. 

                Films against a foreign backdrop usually focus more on the glamour quotient of the 
place. But moving away from this trend, the director throws light on the psychology of the lead 
characters. He tries to show how they react when they are put in difficult conditions. The story 
has four distinct threads, each analyzing the mindset and conflicts of characters in different life 
circumstances. The movie begins in an epistolary mode of narration where we find Sankaran 
(Jayasurya) picturises London to an anthill where everyone is busy and nobody dares to care 
about others. He can’t enjoy even the beautiful autumn in London like every other illegal 
immigrant who live in the memories of his homeland. Sankaran was a kathakali artist, now an 
illegal immigrant whose whole world is centered around Ammu. He wants to earn some good 
money and dreams of marrying Ammu. As the story develops, we will learn how strong his 
character is. He wouldn’t compromise on his respect to Kathakali even when it can mean the loss 
of his bread. He speaks strongly against the degenerated malayali tastes who prefer songs like      
“ Appangal Empadum”. We find Sankaran being nostalgic about Indian festivals.(Deepavali) .He 
calls himself an alien amidst crowd and he finds solace in visiting temples. 

                     We find similar attitudes and preferences in Saraswathi ( Nadia Moithu) who is an 
orthodox tamil lady, married to a malayali doctor Ramakrishnan (Murali Menon). She finds it 
increasingly difficult to cope up with the metro culture of London. She misses her motherland 
very much and wonders what there is in London that makes her children and husband feel 
addicted to it. She tries to bring up her girls in a conventional Indian value system which she 
realizes is not at all easy. She is a home maker who restricts life to the four walls of her house 
knowing little of the real outside London world. She hates London way of miniskirts and 
hairstyles and is afraid of her children imitating London styles. As Indian parents usually have a 
strong influence on their children, Sarassu prefers to go back to India. Shruthi, her only friend 
warns her to stop dreaming about India and cope up with London dreams. Sarassu uses a typical 
Indian example of the difference between mother and step mother as a retort. 

                    As Sarassu finds a pack of condom in her husband Ram’s baggage, her personal 
world is shattered completely. To find out her husband’s new interest she enters the busy streets 
of London. Later she explains to Shruthi that such sojourns empowered her and she is ready to 
accept whatever comes in her way. Her will to take the world head on prepares her to face the 
brutally insulting reality abrupt her husband that forms a part of the climax of the movie. 
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                      Joy ( Mukesh) and his wife Sali (Sona Nair) also live a life of compulsion, of inner 
fears and feigned troubles of foreign land. His love for mother is touching in contrast to his 
brother Jimmy who is busy with his expeditions and his work. Raising up a girl in a foreign 
world is a nightmare to Joy. Joy’s rebellious daughter Mekhu, gives her father sleepless nights 
by dating a Negro boy. Belonging to a culture where marriage is seen as a permanent alliance 
between two families , even casual dating is strongly, frequently discouraged and sexual purity is 
enforced. Hence Joy cannot tolerate the city attitudes of his daughter who claims that ‘he is just a 
friend’. Indian parents restrict their children from engaging in behaviors that could possibly 
dishonor the family. Hence Sali wants to hide their family problems from Jimmy and his wife. In 
contrast Jimmi and his wife lives a life of polished selfishness and has no concern for his mother 
or brother. At a crucial point in time, they have to take a decision on their mother’s life: For 
Jimmi it was just another decision but for Joy its his life’s decision. How Joy deals with it forms 
the part of movies’ Climax. 

                     Sibin ( Nivin Pauly), a techie born and brought up in London assimilated the life 
and vigour of London by all means. He leads a life of no attachment or qualms and as his friend 
Rajesh puts it; he has dated every woman in London except the queen. Sibin’s attitude to India 
and Indian culture is echoed in his description of Indian wedding as a street fare. He never 
bothers to visit India and he hates to reveal the fact that he is a malayali. He condemns malayali 
way of initiating a conversation. His concepts about relations, attachments etc is revealed 
through his conversations with Gowri( Remya Nambeesan). Gowri is the wife of his friend 
Rajesh and as Rajesh had certain assignments abroad, Sibin was entrusted with her 
responsibility. Sibin feels its absurd to keep relationship throughout and there should be a 
distance in every relation. As Sibin gets more time with Gowri, he starts respecting a woman for 
the first time in his life. He thinks Gowri’s hair has same fragrance as that of his mother. He 
finds himself attracted to Gowri’s hair clip which reflects his deep rooted longing for his 
homeland. How Sibin deals with this forbidden love becomes a part of movie’s climax.  

                   The four threads in the film meet at a juncture where we find all the main characters 
reaching certain points that are inter related. Sankaran cannot withstand the sight of his 
sweetheart Ammu ( Gowri)  having a chat and coffee with Sibin at his restaurant. He, 
emotionally broken, got dressed up in Kathakali attire and made a performance at the balcony. 
He is being watched by Joy’s mother who is recovering from her death bed and she is 
rejuvenated at this sight and she utters “Kathakali”. For Sankaran the performance was a sort of 
an outlet to his emotions and for Joy’s mother it was a connection with her past, an yearning for 
a sight which made her at home. After discovering her husband’s illicit affairs, Sarassu meets 
Sibin in a lift. Sibin was also in a state of confusion as for the first time he refuses to initiate an 
affair due to his ethics or morality. Though he felt attracted to Gowri, he finds it unethical to 
break his friend’s confidence. For the first time in his life he admits that he is a malayali to 
Sarassu. Though they are totally strangers, both of them engage in a conversation where Sarassu 
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comments ;”In life there are certain situations where you have no choices and its difficult to take 
decisions”. Though Sibin couldn’t follow what she was saying he admits that she is right. 

All the characters in this movie is forced to make certain amendments in their relationships, 
beliefs and attitudes before settling down to their new circumstances. The movie discusses many 
issues pertaining to human relationships but never delves much on what is right and what is 
wrong. Resolution of the issues faced by the characters is not the focus of the film, but rather a 
portrayal of passion and sentiment with sensitivity and artistic treatment. The film throws light 
on the true life of the expatriates, their longing for homeland, and their parental concerns, failing 
in both rejection and assimilation of another culture, and yet striving to attain happiness. 
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